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rooster. He's just making all that noise, and/open up his- feathers. Boy,- he
said it was just wonderfull
(Who was-'that, Captain?)
Captain.

It was just daylight. Kinda just coming light.
.
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EAGLE FEATHERS» REASON FOR US DIG THEM

-

. <'

(Well, you started to tell us about the eagle feathers --why they use eagle "eat'iiars.)
well, men folks--what I mean is, outstanding—respectable rnens such as chief c,
spokesmen, people that's out—kind,-5 leader-like—they like to use them ea_]c
feathers.
time.

It's one of the highest among all birds. Flies \£Ay upthere—c->i-

That's the way Indians look at it. Ea^le re-~thers.

(Do they still use them in peyote fans?)
Oh yeah (brings out his own eagle feather "ar.s to show).
(Evelyn: He -finally had it fi::ed into '••:•, 1^-vl.-.)

I had it long tir-?.
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.(How beautiful! ',/hat kind of er.jie is this?)
Bald eagle (feathers are snow white-)
(Where'ci you get these feathers?)
Apache Ben had that (the feathers), I c'on't know how long.' \
(Who made the fan?).
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Max Silverhorn. Here's another ea-^ie here—(aisplay^Lic another CRO.)
*

.

•>"

(How]ong have you had this one?)
That belongs to Howard (Neconie).

|

ike it?)

.
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(What kind of feathers loes he use up here at the tips ? ((me an in,*, snail '••<• *::e:-rattached to ends of th" Iar3e ones priZ brightly colored))
^'n: Well, he uses mostly chicken feathers but he colors the:-: hies el '. he
uses some kind of a dye--I don't know what kind'that must "be—but he ?lwa;,.: Vive
all different colors.;
(Does he use this fan himself?)
•

(Evelyn:
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we'll, yes. It was his—he fise it a lot aCnd then-Taff "borrowed it -bout s.

ago—Taff Heinti^i—and he went after it not too long ago before he went to

